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QUASI-PROJECTIVE AND RELATIVE COHOMOLOGICAL
DIMENSION OF GROUPS

JUAN M. ALONSO

Abstract. We give a geometric interpretation of the quasi-projective dimen-

sion of groups, a notion introduced by Howie and Schneebeli [H-Sl] as a gen-

eralization of the Identity Property.

1. Introduction

Groups of finite quasi-projective dimension (qpd) were introduced by Howie

and Schneebeli in [H-S 1] as a generalization of groups having the Identity

Property. We will write qpd G c n if the trivial G-module Z has a quasi-

projective resolution of length n (n > 0), i.e. a resolution of the form

0^S®P^Pn_x^-► />0->Z->0,

with P, P„_x, ■■■ , P0 projective G-modules, and S = ^jZG/Gj for some

fixed set (G()7 of subgroups of G, The smallest such n is called the quasi-

projective dimension of G, written qpdG. If there is no n for which qpdG«;

n we set qpd G = oo.

Howie and Schneebeli use only algebraic methods in [H-S 1], and they raise

the question of finding a "suitable geometric interpretation of the property of

having finite qpd ". In this paper we answer this question by identifying the

qpd of a group G with the (geometric) dimension of a CW-complex having a

G-action of a certain type. Recall first the following facts established in [H-S

1]. If qpdG < n , then:

QP 1. For all k > n the groups Hk(G,—)=- Y\,Hk{Gi, —) are isomorphic

for all coefficient modules.

QP 2. (G;),  is a complete set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of

maximal finite subgroups of G.

QP 3. For all / in 7, G; is a finite periodic group with period dividing n .

It is relevant to this problem to consider the following "natural question" [B,

Remark on p. 294] which the author learned to ask from Ken Brown: is the

isomorphism in QP 1 an epimorphism for k = n  (and, which is the map
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inducing the isomorphism)? In §2 we prove

Theorem I. Let G be a group with qpdG -c n, and let (Gy)7 be as in QP 2.

Then

res: 1^(0,-)^l[Hk(Gi,-)
i

is an isomorphism for k > n and an epimorphism for k = n, for all coefficient

modules.

In §3 we isolate this property of the restriction map and study it in some de-

tail. A group pair (or pair of groups) (G, (GA¡) consists of an arbitrary group

G and an arbitrary family (G¡)¡ of subgroups of G. A group pair (G, (G-);)

is said to have cohomological dimension < n, written cd(G, (G;)7) < n, if

res: 77 (G, —) -+ YljH (G;, —) is an epimorphism for k = n and an iso-

morphism for k > n , for all coefficient modules. One can show (cf. Corollary 3

below) that if cd(G, (G()7) < n and every G- is a finite group, then the family

of (Gj)j is as in QP 2. In this case we say that the relative dimension of G,

rd G, is < n . The relationship between qpd and rd is made precise by

Theorem 2. Given a group G and a positive integer n, the following conditions

are equivalent:

(i) qpd G « n,
(ii) rd G < n and each maximal finite subgroup of G is periodic with period

dividing n.

Our answer to Howie and Schneebeli's question is based on the following

topological interpretation of the cohomological dimension of pairs. A cellular

action which is free in positive dimensions will be called 0-unfree. In §4 we

prove the following (for n > 1 ; the case where n = 1 is dealt with in §5):

Theorem 3. Suppose a positive integer n and a group pair (G, (G/)/) are given.

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) cd(G,(Gi)I)<n,

(ii) there exists an n-dimensional, acyclic and 0-unfree G-complex X with

associated pair (G, (G/)/).

When n = 1 this result is a relative version of the well-known theorem of

Stallings and Swan that groups of cohomological dimension one are free, and

was proved (for the case where / = {/}) in successive stages (cf. [Wl], [Du],

[Di], and §5 below). A consequences of Theorem 3 is that question G6 in Wall's

list [W2, p. 392] as to whether vcd G = n implies the existence of a proper,

acyclic n-dimensional G-complex, has a positive answer for groups of finite

rd.
The desired result for groups of finite qpd is

Theorem 4. Given a group G and a positive integer k, the following conditions

are equivalent:

(i) qpd G «.2k,
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(ii) there exists a 2k-dimensional acyclic complex X with a 0-unfree 2k-

periodic G-action.

Here a proper G-action is called n-periodic (n > 0) if for each 0-cell x whose

isotropy group is nontrivial, we have 77st+1 (X ,X - x;TL) = Htt (Sn~ ; Z). It is

a consequence of Theorem 2 and well-known results on periodic groups, that

when n = 2k + 1 is odd, qpd G «C n implies that cd G < n . Thus in this case

the topological interpretation is given, as is well-known, by Eilenberg-Ganea's

Theorem (cf. also Proposition 7 below). When k > 1, the complex X in

Theorem 4 can be taken to be contractible. Theorem 5 below shows that when

k = 1, X may be taken to be contractible if and only if the group G has the

Identity Property.

Finally §5 deals with the case where n = 1 in Theorem 3. We use a trick of

Wall [W 1] to deduce the result for arbitrary 7 from the case where 7 contains

just one element.

Howie and Schneebeli have given in [H-S 2] a topological condition which is

sufficient to imply a group has finite qpd. We now briefly discuss this condition

and its relation to our characterization. A cellular G-action on a CW-complex

X is called n-free [H-S 2] if it restricts to a free action on the «-skeleton

of X. Theorem 1 in [H-S 2] states (when R = If) that if G acts (n - 1)-

freely on a acyclic n-dimensional complex, then qpd G « n or qpd G < n +

1, depending on whether or not G acts without inversions. Observe that n-

free actions are not admissible (in the sense of [B]) unless, of course, they

are actually free actions. The usual trick to make an action admissible is to

subdivide. When applied to an (n - l)-free action on a space, this gives a

0-unfree action on the same space (cf. Theorem 5 below). This process can

be reversed in favourable circumstances. For instance, when the space is a

triangulated n -manifold without boundary, by considering the induced action

on the dual triangulation.

This paper is based on my Ph. D. thesis at the University of Stockholm. It is a

pleasure to thank Professor Kenneth S. Brown for his aid during the preparation

of my thesis. I am also deeply grateful to the members of the departments of

mathematics at Cornell University and at the University of Stockholm (specially

Professor Jan-Erik Roos). As a member of a badly persecuted generation in

Argentina, I would have never been able to complete my thesis without their

crucial help at decisive instances.

2. Groups of finite QPD and the restriction map

1. Recall the following useful description of the restriction map [Sw2, Lemma

4.1]:

Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then there are natural isomorphisms

H"(G, M) =■ Ext£(Z, M) and Hn(H, M) S Ext"G(ZG/H, M) where G/H

is the space of left cosets.     Under these isomorphisms,  the restriction map
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res: H"(G, M) -, 77"(77, M) corresponds to the map

Extg(Z, M) -, Ext"G(ZG/H, M)

induced by the map e : ZG/H —> Z sending all elements of G/H to 1.

If we have a pair (G, (G.)7) there is a map 77*(G, —) -► UiHk(Gi>—)

whose components are the above restriction maps. It will be called restriction,

and denoted res. Set 5" = 0/ZG/G¡, and let e: S -> Z be the map whose

restriction to each ZG/G¡ maps each element of G/G¡ to 1. The lemma above

implies the existence of natural isomorphisms ~ such that the diagram below

commutes
Hk(G,-)   -=-» Y][Hk(G,,-)

I- i-
Ext*(Z, —) —£-+ ExtkG(S, —).

Our aim in this section is to show that if qpd G < « and (GAj is a complete

set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of maximal finite subgroups of

G, then res is an epimorphism for k = n and an isomorphism for k > n , for

all ZG-coefficient modules. We begin by constructing a resolution of Z that

contains the available information:

Lemma 1. 7/qpdG-Cn then Z has a ZG-projective resolution of the form

■■•->?o    —    Pn.x    -•"-   ^o    —    ^,-1-»•••-   Po^Z^O,

\    / \    /
M M

where M = S © P is the kernel of some quasi-projective resolution of length n

ofZ.

Proof. Choose a quasi-projective resolution (*) 0 —> S © P —> Pn_x —►•■•—>

7>0 —» Z —► 0 . We show first that S has a periodic resolution. By QP 3 we have,

for each / e 7, a resolution

0-»Z-»7¡,_1-»...-7'0-Z-0,

where the T5^ are ZG;-projective modules for j = 0, ... , n - 1  [Swl]. The

desired resolution 0 -, S -, P'n_x -, Pn_2 -, ■ ■■ -, Px -, Pq -, S -, 0 is
obtained by first applying the exact functor ZG ®c — to get 0 —► ZG/G- —»

ZG®G 7'n_x -»••■-» ZG/G; -» 0, and then taking the direct sum of these

over all i £ I. If we now add P -^-» P to each end of the resolution just

constructed, we obtain a periodic resolution of M

0 —> M -, P      -, P      —►...—» p —y M —r <À

where, e.g., P0 = Pq © P. Finally, the sequence in the lemma is obtained by

splicing an infinite number of copies of this last resolution to (*).
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Remark. The sequence in Lemma 1 shows that the group G has period n after

n-steps [T].

2. The first step is to show that there is some map satisfying the condition:

Proposition 1. There exists a ZG-homomorphism /:5-»Z inducing a map

f: ExtG(Z,-)^ExtkG(S,-),

which is an isomorphism for k > n and an epimorphism for k = n, for all

coefficient modules.

Proof. Arrange two copies of the sequence of Lemma 1 as follows:

z-»o

(1)

\    /
M

II
M

/        \

■Cx

\

'■A
M

/

f

'n-X 0.

The identity of M lifts to the identity, and we claim that it can also be extended

"to the right". In fact, the existence of the maps fn_x,..., fQ, f follows from

ExtG(Z, Q) = 0 for k > n and all G-projective modules Q. And indeed, by

0, since the groups G¡

5,— )-Ext*(A/,— )

—► Z in the statement.

QP 1 and 2, we have that ExtG(Z, ß) ~ FT/ HK(Gi, Q) =

are finite. It is clear that the induced map (/')* : ExtG(5

satisfies the conclusion of the Proposition.

Finally we modify f0 and /' to obtain the map /': S

We replace the segment Px —> P0 © P -, M (in dimensions n + 1 and n of the

top row of (1)) by the segment Px -> P'Q —* S (with the notation of Lemma 1).

This operation leaves ExtG(Z, —) unaltered for k > n , so that the argument

above produces maps:

In conclusion, / lifts to a chain map between the resolution of S and Z,

which is the identity from dimension n on. This establishes the Proposition.

The next step is to compare the map / just obtained with the restriction

map e. Let /■ denote the restriction of / to the direct summand ZG/Gi.

Since fi is a G-homomorphism and Z has the trivial G-structure, we see that

there is an integer m¡ such that /,(^G() = m¡ for all cosets gGt in G/Gi.

Define t¡: ZG/G¡ — ZG/Gi by t.(gGA. = migGi and notice that, identifying

ZG/G; with ZG®G Z, ti corresponds to idZG ® (mA), where (m,-): Z -> Z

is multiplication by mr Finally, setting f = ®7f.: S -, S, we have et = f.
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Thus the diagram

Ex4G(Z,-) -£-» ExtkZG(S,-)

ExtkZG(S,-)

commutes, and Proposition 1 shows that t* is an epimorphism for k > n and

for all coefficient modules. We now have

Lemma 2. If a map t: S —► S defined as above induces an epimorphism t* for

all k > n (and all coefficient modules), then t* is an isomorphism for all k > n

(and all coefficient modules).

Proof. Since the diagram

ExtG(6\-) -íl-* ExtG(S,-)

n;ExtG(ZG/G;.,-) JK+ ri/ExtG(ZG/G,,-)

commutes, it suffices to show that each (t¡)* is an isomorphism for k > n.

Moreover, the following diagram is also commutative

ExtG(ZG®G Z, A)  -^—* ExtG(ZG®G Z, A)

(2) ¡| ¡|

ExtG (Z, A) (m' ° ■       ExtG (Z, A),

where the vertical arrows are the natural change-of-ring isomorphisms, and A

is an arbitrary G-module. Hence the lemma will follow from the following

statement:

(mi -)*in (2) is an isomorphism for all k > n and all Gt -modules.

To prove this, note first that (m¡ •)* : Hk(Gt, N) -, Hk(Gl-, N) is multiplication

by mi ( N denotes an arbitrary G(-module). Now, letting A = Z and k = n

in (2), we see that (mi •)*: 77 (G(, Z) —► Hn(Gi, Z) is an epimorphism. By

periodicity, 77"(G;, Z) ~ 7T°(G, Z) = Z/|G(.|Z, and we conclude that m and

\G¡\ are relatively prime.

We now prove the statement in the finitely generated case; the general case

will follow by a limit argument. Let A be a finitely generated G,-module. Then

77 (G., A) is actually a finite group, because it is torsion (it has exponent di-

viding |G(| ) and it is a finitely generated abelian group ( Z has a G(-projective

resolution which is finitely generated in each dimension, and A is finitely gener-

ated over Z ). On the other hand, we can write Hk(Gt, N) = 0p 77*(G(, 7V)( }
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for all k > 0, where p ranges over all the primes dividing the order of G(, and

TT^G,, A), . is the p-primary component of 77 (G;, A). Since m¡ and \G¡\

are relatively prime, we see that (m¡ ■)* is injective in each primary component,

and hence in all of Hk(Gi, A). Thus (m¡ •)*, being an injection of a finite set

to itself, is a bijection.

Now let A be an arbitrary G(-module. Then A = lim Nx, where (NX)A

is the family of all the finitely generated submodules of A, ordered by inclu-

sion. The natural maps Nx -, limJV. induce a compatible family of maps

ExtG (Z, N2) -, ExtG (Z, lim Nx) for each k > 0, and hence a map

I:  lim ExtG (Z, Nx) -» ExtG (Z, lim Nx),

which is an isomorphism for all k > 0 because G; is finite [B, p. 195]. If

we now let (m]-)* : ExtG (Z, Nk) -, ExtG (Z, Nk) denote the homomorphism

induced by (m*¡-) : Z —► Z, we have the following commutative diagram:

limExtG (Z, Nx) -^ ExtG (Z, A)

~|lim(mi-)* |(m,. •)*

limExtG (Z, AA) -j, ExtG (Z, A),

where lim(m^)* is an isomorphism because each (m^)* is an isomorphism.

This establishes the statement and thus the lemma.

Using the lemma of Swan mentioned at the beginning of this section, we can

summarize our results so far as follows:

Theorem 1. Let G be a group with qpd G < n, and let (Gf)j be a complete set

of representatives of the conjugacy classes of maximal finite subgroups. Then

res: Hk(G,-) ^]\Hk(G¡,-)

i

is an isomorphism for k > n and an epimorphism for k = n , for all G-coefficient

modules.

3. The relative dimension of a group

1. The property of res established in Theorem 1 is a sort of relative cohomo-

logical dimension. This is made precise below.

We assume given an arbitrary group of pair (G, (Gj)r) and continue to de-

note the G-module 0; ZG/G¡ by S and the kernel of the corresponding map

e: S -, Z by A. Recall from [B-E, p. 299] (cf. also [Wl, p. 141]) that the

pair (G, (GA,) is said to have cohomological dimension < n (resp. = n),

written cd(G, (GA, < n (resp. = n), if the projective dimension (over ZG)

of A is < n - 1 (resp. = n - 1 ). One defines the relative cohomology groups

of the pair (G, (G,),)  by  Hk+X(G, (G,),, A) = ExtG(A, A)   for all  Äc > 0
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and all G-modules A (relative homology groups are defined analogously, see

[B-E]). Applying ExtG(—, A) to 0 -» A -, S -, Z -, 0 one obtains the long

exact sequence for relative cohomology:

• • • -» Hk(G, —) -^ J] H^Gi ' —) - Hk+l(G, (Gt) ,—)-»■■-.

We now have

Lemma 3. Given a pair (G, (G()7) and an integer n > 0, the following condi-

tions are equivalent:

(i) res: 77 (G, —) —► J7/ H (G¡, —) is an epimorphism for k = n and an

isomorphism for k > n, for all coefficient modules,

(ii) cd(G,(Gi)I)<n,

(iii) there is a resolution of the form 0 —> Pn -, ■■■ Px -, P0 © S -^-* Z —> 0

where Pn, ... , P0 are G-projective and n\S = e.

Remark. Condition (iii) above is the algebraic analog of our topological inter-

pretation of the property of a pair of having finite cohomological dimension

(see Theorem 3 below).

Proof, the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from the exact se-

quence for relative cohomology. If (ii) holds then A has a projective resolution

0 -, Pn -,-> Px -, A -, 0, and splicing this with 0^A^S-»Z->0 we

get a resolution as in (iii). To see that (iii) implies (ii), let A' = kern and note

that the relation n\S = e yields the commutative diagram

0   ^    A    ^       5       -^   Z   ^    0

4      I       II
0^A'^S©P0-^Z-+0.

It follows that ker; = 0 and that coker; = P0. Thus A' = A © PQ and

pdG A = pdGA' < n - 1 .

The corollaries below give examples of group pairs of finite cd.

Corollary 1. Let G be the fundamental group of a graph of groups with vertex

groups (Gv)v and edge groups (Ge)E, and let n > 0 be an integer.   Then

cd(G, (Gv)v) < n if and only if cdGe < n - 1 for all e £ E.

Proof. Recall from [C] that if G is as above there is an exact sequence

0 -, @ZG/Ge -, 0ZG/G„ -i* Z -, 0,
E V

so that in this case A = 0£ ZG/Ge and the corollary follows immediately from

(ii) in Lemma 3.

Corollary 2. Let n > 0 and suppose that cd(G, 77) < n, where H is the

fundamental group of a graph of groups with vertex groups (Hv)v and edge

groups (He)E . If for all e £ E, cdHe < n - 1, then cd(G, (Hv)v) < n .
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Proof. The map res: Hk(G, — ) -, X\vHk(Hv , —) is the composite

Hk(G, — ) -2U Hk(H, — ) -^ ]\Hk(Hv , — ).

v

The first res (respectively, the second) is an epimorphism for k = n and an

isomorphism for k > n by hypothesis (resp., by Corollary 1).

2. In this section we introduce the relative dimension of a group and relate it

to its virtual cohomological dimension (vcd). We begin by establishing relative

versions of well-known properties of the absolute cohomological dimension.

The next lemma is proved by applying the usual proof (see e.g. [B, p. 186]) to

ExtG(A, —) (instead of applying it to 77*(G, —) = ExtG(Z, —)) :

Lemma 4. If cd(G, (G/)/) < oo then

cd(G, (Gj)j) = sup{«| ExtG~ (A, F) ¿ 0 for some free G-module F}.

Next, suppose a pair (G, (Gi)/) and a subgroup H of G are given. Then

there is a family of subgroups of 77 induced by the family (GAj defined as

follows (we follow [B-E]; similar constructions appear in [Wl] and [H-S 1]).

For each i £ I, choose a set J¡ of representatives of the double cosets HgGi,

and consider the family of subgroups of 77

H(G>) = {HxxGf\geJi,i£l},

where Gf = gG¡g~x . Up to conjugation within 77, 77( '' does not depend on

the choice of / = {J{\i € 1} . We thus obtain an induced pair (77, 77(G,)) and

from it, 77-modules SH = ©7(®y. Z77/77 n Gf) and A^ = ker{e: SH -* Z} .

These are obtained from the corresponding G-modules S and A by restriction.

More precisely, we have the following lemma [B-E, Lemma 7.4] whose proof is

included here for the reader's convenience:

Lemma 5. There are H-module isomorphism S = SH and A = AH.

Proof. The permutation module S = 07 ZG/Gi is the free abelian group on

a G-set X whose decomposition into G-orbits has the form X = TJ7 G/Gi.

The 77-orbit decomposition of X has the form Ll/dly 77/77 n Gf) so that, as

77-module, S =• SH .

More formally, there is a canonical 77-modules homomorphism p: S -, SH

give by p(gG¡) = n(77 n Gf) where g in G is arbitrary, and h £ 77, g £

Jj, gi £ G( are chosen so that g = hggt. This map is well-defined and its

inverse is given by p~ (h(H n Gf)) = hgGr Evidently p commutes with the

augmentations and thus induces an isomorphism A = A^ .

Lemma 6. Let (G, (G¡)¡) be a pair of groups and 77 a subgroup of G. Then

(i) cd(H,H{G-))<cd(G,(Gl),),

(ii) z/cd(G, (G;)7) < oo and 77 has finite index in G, then cd(77, 77(G')) =
cd(G,(G,)7).
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Proof. If cd(G, (G¡)j) = oo there is nothing to prove. If the cohomological

dimension of the pair is finite, then for some n , Z has a G-resolution of the

form 0 ^ Pn -,■■■-, P0©S->Z->0 and by Lemma 5, its restriction to 77

has the form in (iii) of Lemma 3. This proves (i).

(ii) If cd(G, (Gj)j) = n < oo, then by Lemma 4, ExtG_1(A, F) ¿ 0 for

some free G-module F. Let F' be the free 77-module of the same rank as

F . Then F = ZG ®Z77 F' = Hom^ZG, F1), where the second isomorphism is

a consequence of the fact that 77 has finite index in G. Then

0 # ExtG"'(A, F) =■ ExtG"'(A, Hom^ZG, F'))

= Ext^   (A, F ) by a change-of-ring-isomorphism

= Ext^~ (AH, F1) by Lemma 5.

By Lemma 4, cd(77, H{G-]) > n . In view of (i), cd(77, H(Gi)) = cd(G, (G,)7).

When the family (GA, in the pair of groups (G, (Gt),) consists only of

finite groups, cd(G, (G.)¡) will be called the relative dimension of G, denoted

rd G. This omission of the family of subgroups is justified by the fact (see

Corollary 3 below) that when such a pair has finite cohomological dimension,

the family (G-)7 is a complete set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of

the maximal finite subgroups of G. Thus, when G is torsion-free, we recover

the usual cohomological dimension of G. In this case rd G = cd G. With this

notation we have:

Proposition 2. Let G be a virtually torsion-free group. Then vcd G < rd G, and

if rd G is finite, then vcd G = rd G.

Proof. Let 77 be a torsion-free subgroup of finite index in G. Since 77 has no

nontrivial finite subgroups, (77, 77( >') = (77, {1}) (here (G¡) is a complete set

of representatives of the conjugacy classes of maximal finite subgroups of G ).

The Proposition now follows from Lemma 6 applied to this induced pair.

The inequality in the Proposition is often strict. For instance, if G = SL2(Z)

then vcd G = 1 while rd G is infinite (by Corollary 7 below).

3. We end this section by making precise the relation between qpd and rd.

Theorem 2. Given a group G and a positive integer n, the following conditions

are equivalent:

(i) qpdG« n.
(ii) rd G < n and each maximal finite subgroup of G is periodic with period

dividing n.

Proof, (i) =>• (ii). The two conditions follow, respectively, from Theorem 1

and QP 3.
(ii) => (i). Let (G() be a complete set of representatives of the conjugacy

classes of maximal finite subgroups of G. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma
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1, we obtain a periodic resolution of S = ®7ZG/G¿ of length n :  0 -* S —>

Pn_x -,-y P0 -^ S -, 0. On the other hand, rd G = cd(G, (GA,) < n so

that A = ker{e :S-»Z} has a projective resolution 0 -► Qn ->•••-» Q, -»

A -> 0 of length n - 1. We now lift the inclusion j : A -, S to a chain map j

between these resolutions. Then the mapping cylinder of j has the form

0-S©ß„-Pn_1©ßn_1----->P1©ß1-P0,

and extending this sequence by eg : P0 -» Z we obtain a quasi-projective reso-

lution of Z of length n , as desired.

A simple example of a group with rd ^ qpd is provided by the modular

group G = Z/2Z * Z/3Z. Indeed, rd G = vcd G = 1, while Z/2Z and Z/3Z
are periodic with period two. By the Theorem, qpd G = 2.

4. TOPOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

1. Recall that a G-CW-complex (or simply a G-complex) is a CIT-complex

X together with an action of the group G on X which permutes the cells.

If a is a cell of X, the isotropy group of o, denote Ga, is the subgroup

of G consisting of those g satisfying go = o. A G-complex X is called

free (respectively, proper) if for every cell o of X, the isotropy group Ga is

trivial (respectively, finite). It is technically convenient to work with admissible

actions (in the sense of [B]); these have the property that the isotorpy group of

each cell fixes it pointwise. Free and "0-unfree" actions (see below) are always

admissible.

As we will show, relative dimension (and hence qpd ) is closely related to

the following special type of action: we say that A is a 0-unfree G-complex

if each cell of positive dimension has trivial isotropy group. Any 0-unfree G-

complex defines a pair (G, (G()7) by choosing a set 7 of representatives of the

G-orbits of the 0-cells, and letting G; be the isotropy group of i £ I. Any

such choice will be said to provide a pair associated to the 0-unfree complex.

Notice that any two pairs associated to a given 0-unfree complex have the same

cohomological dimension.

A 0-unfree action of a group on a finite dimensional, acyclic complex imposes

severe restrictions to its finite subgroups, as shown by the next proposition. This

result is a relative (and topological) version of the fact that a group of finite

cohomological dimension (i.e., the case when all the isotropy groups G; are

trivial) has no nontrivial finite subgroups. See Proposition 3' (§4.3 below) for

a purely algebraic formulation and more comments. The n-skeleton of X will

be denoted X{n).

Proposition 3. Let X be a finite dimensional, acyclic and 0-unfree G-complex,

and let F be a nontrivial finite subgroup of G. Then there exists a unique

x £ Xm such that F < Gx .

Proof. By restricting the action we can consider X as an F-complex (with 0-

unfree action, since Fa = F n Ga ). The fixed-point set XF is a subcomplex.
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Assume first that F has prime order p . By "Smith theory" (see, e.g. [B, p. 181])

H*(XF ; Z/pZ) £ 77*(pi; Z/pZ) which implies that XF contains exactly one

0-cell. Thus, the proposition is true in this case.

The rest of the proof proceeds just as in [W 1, p. 149]. Assume, inductively,

that \F\ is not a prime, and let M be a maximal subgroup of F with 1 <

\M\ < \F\. By induction, there is a unique x £ A(0) such that M < Gx . If for

some g £ F - M, M intersects Ms nontrivially, then Mg n M < G xx Gx

and, by induction, x = gx. Hence g £ Gx and, by maximality, F <GX. If,

on the other hand, M intersects M8 trivially for all g in F - M, then F is

a Frobenius group, and so has a proper normal subgroup. The desired result is

obtained by using this normal complement instead of M. Uniqueness is clear

in both cases: if F is contained in two isotropy groups, choose a subgroup of

F of prime order, and use the first part.

2. We begin by recalling the construction of induced G-complexes. Suppose a

subgroup 77 of G and an 77-complex X are given. The G-complex induced

from the 77-complex X is the space Y := G xH X defined as the quotient of

G x X (where G is given the discrete topology) by the diagonal 77-action:

h(g, x) = (gh~x, hx),        h£H,    g£G,    x£X.

G acts on Y by gx [g2, x] = [gx g2,x], where gx, g2 £ G, x £ X and

[g, x] denotes the class of (g, x) in Y. If /: X —► X' is 77-equivariant (i.e.

f(hx) = hf(x) for all h in H and x in J) then there is a G-equivariant

map

idG xH f: G xH X —► G xH X

defined by (idG xH f)[g ,x] = [g, f(x)].
X can be identified with a subspace of Y by x ~* [I, x] and then the

action of G on Y extends that of 77 on X. Moreover, if gx, g2 £ G then

gxX = g2X if and only if gxH = g2H, showing that gX, for g £ G/H,

is well-defined. Clearly, we have that Y = JJgeG/H gX, the disjoint union of

the gX. The CIT-complex structure of X carries over to gX making Y a

G-complex. Moreover, if /: X —» X' is cellular then so is idG xH f.

The following proposition is a relative version of a well-known theorem of

Eilenberg and Ganea (see, e.g. [B, p. 205]):

Proposition 4. Let (G, (G¡),) be a pair of groups, and n > 1 an integer. The

following conditions are equivalent:

(i) cd(G,(Gi)I)<n.
(ii) There exists an acyclic, free G-complex Y obtained from X =

[\,GxG X¡ by attaching cells of dimension < n, where for each i £ I,

Xi is a contractible, free G-complex.

Remark. In [W 1] Wall states this proposition for n > 2 (in which case Y

can be taken to be contractible, not just acyclic) and studies in detail the case

n = 1 . Consequently, we prove here only the case n = 2 (whose plausibilitiy
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was suggested to me by Ken Brown). We show that the usual proof for n > 2

[B, pp. 205-208] extends to n = 2 if one is willing (just as in the absolute case)

to compromise for acyclicity. Note, finally, that the proposition indeed reduces,

when all the G; are trivial, to the above-mentioned theorem of Eilenberg and

Ganea.

Proof, (ii) => (i). Let Ct(X) denote the cellular chain complex of X. Then

Ct(X) = 07ZG®G Ct(X¡) as G-modules and, since Ct(Xt) is augmented over

Z, it follows that ZG(g>G Ct(X¡) is augmented over ZG/G;.. Thus Ct(X) is

augmented over 5 = 07 ZG/Gi, and we have the commutative diagram:

cn+AX) cn{X) C0(X)

-    Cn+X(Y)    -,    Cn(Y)    -»....-    C0(Y)   -»   Z.

The rows are free resolutions and (ik), the chain map induced by the inclusion

i : X —> Y, is the identity for k > n . If we use these resolutions to compute

res: ExtG(Z, —) -, Ext*G(S, —) we see immediately that cd(G, (G,),) cannot

exceed n .

(i) => (ii) (for n = 2). For i £ I, let Xi be a contractible, free G-complex,

and define X as in (ii). Choose some 0-cell of X as the base point *. As

above, Ct(X) -» S is a free G-resolution of S.

By attaching 1-cells connecting the different path-components of X, and

all their free G-translates, we obtain a path-connected, free G-complex X'

containing X. It follows that C^(X') is augmented over Z, and that the

inclusion X —► X   induces the chain map:

C2(X) CX(X)^CJX)

d'
■■■-,    C2(X')   -,   CX(X') ^, C0(X')   -   z,

so that Hk(X') = Hk(X) for k > 1 , and hence Hk'X') = 0 for all k £ 1.
Applying the snake lemma to

0   -   CX(X)   -,   CX(X')   -,   CX(X',X)   -,    0

d d

0   -,    C0(X)   -,    C0(X')   -,    C0(X',X)   -,   0,

we obtain the exact sequence (note that C0(X', X) = 0) :

0   -,   kerö    -,   kerö'-> CAX', X) -y S-^ Z   ->   0.

a:

By construction, Cx (X1, X) is a free G-module and, by hypothesis, pdG A < 1 .

It follows that K is projective and that kerô' = ker<9 © K. Note also that

77,(A')Skerd7ker.3 = 7¡:.
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Next, we use Eilenberg's trick (see e.g. [B]) to find a free G-module F such

that K®F = F . We then construct a G-complex X" by choosing a basis {bß]B

of F over ZG, and attaching the wedge of 1-spheres \JBSX (and all their

free G-translates) to X' at *. Thus X" is a free G-complex with CX(X") S

CX(X')®F and with Ck(X") S Ck(X') for all k ± 1. Moreover, HX(X") =■

77, (X1) ®F^F, while 77¿(A") = Hk(X') for all fc # 1.

Since the Hurewicz homomorphism h: nx(X", *) -> HX(X", *) is an epi-

morphism, we can represent the basis elements bß, i.e. there are maps fs :

(S1,*) -, (X",*)  such that Hx(fß)(i) = bß, where Hx(fß): HX(SX, *) -,

HX(X", *) and i £ 77,(5 , *) is a generator.

Finally, let Y be the free G-complex obtained from X" by attaching 2-cells

{eß} (and all their free G-translates) via the maps fß . The only (possibly)

nontrivial portion of the long exact sequence of the pair (Y, X") is

772A" -, H2Y -, H2(Y, X") -i> 772A" -, 77, T -, 77,(Y, X"),

where the first and last groups are trivial and, by construction, S is an isomor-

phism (as both H2(Y, X") and 77,X" are free G-modules and S establishes

a bijection between the respective basis {eß} and {bß}). Thus HtY = 0 so

that Y is acyclic and satisfies all the other conditions required in (ii).

Remark. The complex Y above can be taken to be simplicial with simplicial

action (i.e. G permutes the simplices). Since Y is constructed inductively, it

suffices to show that the construction can be started simplicially and that each

successive step can be made simplicially. Now, the Xi can be chosen to be

simplicial (see e.g. [B, p. 208]). Just as in the case of CIT-structures, it follows

that G x G Xi has a simplicial structure invariant under G. So the same is true

for X = JJ7 G xG Xi i.e., the construction can be started simplicially. For the

induction step, one uses the simplicial approximation theorem to insure that

the attaching maps can be taken to be simplicial (relative to some triangulation

of the domain spheres). The space one obtains by attaching cells via such maps

is triangulable.

With the notation of Proposition 4, we assume given, for each i £ I, and

a G(-complex Zi and a cellular G;-equivariant map f¡: X{ —> Zi which is a

homotopy equivalence. The following "omnibus" proposition deals with the

effect on Y of replacing the subcomplexes X¡ by the Z¡.

Propositions. Let (G, (G¡)¡), n, X¡t Y, f and Z¡ be as above. Then there

exists a G-complex Y' obtained from Z = ]},G xG Z( by attaching cells of

dimension < n, which is acyclic (resp., contractible) if Y is acyclic (resp., con-

tractible). Moreover, the G-action on Y' is 0-unfree (resp., proper, or admissible)

if the same is true for each Zi.

Proof. Let X = ]\, G xG X¡ and Z = ]\,G xG Z(, and let /: X -, Z denote

the induced map IJ7(idG xG /!).   Y1 will then be the space obtained from Y
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by replacing the X¡'s by the Z.'s, i.e. define Y' to be the push-out of the maps

Z «_ x -À^U Y. That is, Y1 = Y \jf Z , a CIT-complex whose set of /-cells

is the union of the set of /-cells of Z and the set of /-cells of Y - X.

Since f is G-equivariant, G acts on Y'. Moreover, with the above descrip-

tion of the cells of Y', it is clear that G acts cellularly on Y', extending the

G-actions on Z and Y - X. Thus the G action is free on Y - X and on Z

it is induced from the G(-actions on the Z(. Hence the isotropy groups of the

G-action on Z are conjugates (in G ) of the isotropy groups of the G;-actions

on the Z(. All the assertions concerning the G-action on Y' follow from this.

Now the definition of Y' as a push-out yields the following homotopy com-

mutative diagram

X  -     -,   Y -,  Y/X

f

Z   -►   Y'   -► Y'/Z

1 I 1
C f -► C ri -►    *.

Each row and column in the diagram is a (homotopy) cofibration, and the arrows

marked "~" are homotopy equivalences. Since / is a homotopy equivalence,

we extract from the diagram the cofibration sequence Y —► Y' —y *. It shows

that Y and Y' have the same homology, so that Y' is acyclic if Y is. Applying

van Kampen's theorem to the sequence, we see that nx Y1 equals the normal

subgroup generated by the image of nxY under nx(f). Thus Y1 is simply

connected if Y is, and it follows that f is actually a homotopy equivalence

when Y is contractible.

Lemma 7. Let X and Y be G-complexes and let K be an arbitrary G-sub-

complex of X. Assume that X is free and Y is contractible. Then any G-

equivariant map K -, Y extends to a G-equivariant map X —» Y.

Proof. Extensions exist because Y is contractible, and since the G-action is

free, it is easy to find an extension which is G-equivariant.

There is an obvious way to extend a G-action on A to a G-action on CX,

the (unreduced) cone on X. Since the isotropy group of the vertex point of the

cone is G, it follows that CX is 0-unfree if X is free, and that CX is proper

if and only if G is finite. We now have

Lemma 8. Let X be a free, contractible G-complex, and K an arbitrary G-

subcomplex. Then there exists a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence X —► CK

which extends the inclusion K -» CK.

Proof. By Lemma 7, the inclusion K -, CK extends to a G-equivariant map

/
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X -, CK which must be a homotopy equivalence since both X and CK are

contractible.

3. We now have the following topological interpretation of the cohomological

dimension of pairs of groups:

Theorem 3. Suppose given an integer n > 1, and a group pair (G, (Gt),). Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) cd(G,(G,.)7)<«.

(ii) There exists an n-dimensional, acyclic and 0-unfree G-complex X with

associated pair (G, (Gt),).

Remarks. ( 1 ) X can be taken to be simplicial with simplicial G-action. This

follows from the proof below together with the remark after the proof of Propo-

sition 4.

(2) When n ^ 2, X can be taken to be contractible.

(3) When n = 1 condition (ii) just says that G acts 0-unfreely on a tree with

associated pair (G, (G(-)7). By Bass-Serre theory, this is further equivalent to

the statement that (up to conjugacy) G = *7 G■ * F , where F is a free group

(cf. [S, p. 43]). Thus the Theorem in this case is a relative version of the

famous theorem of Stallings and Swan that groups of cohomological dimension

one are free. It was posed (and solved under extra conditions) by Wall [W 1],

later proved by Dunwoody [Du] in the case where 7 = {/} and G is finitely

generated over G;, and finally proved in general (but still for 7 = {/} ) by Dicks

[Di, Theorem 2.11, p. 117]. In §5 below we show that this last result is valid

for arbitrary 7, thus completing the proof of Theorem 3 for n = 1.

Proof of Theorem 3 (for n>2). (i) => (ii). Let Y be the G-complex provided

by Proposition 4, and for each i £ I, denote by Z( the cone CA(("_1) on

the (n - l)-skeleton of X¡. Apply Lemma 8 to obtain G-equivariant maps

f: Xi —» Z( which are homotopy equivalences. The desired complex X is

the one provided by Proposition 5 for the above choices of Z( and fi. The

assertion on the associated pair follows from the description of the isotropy

groups of the G-action on X given in the proof of Proposition 5.

(ii) => (i) It is a general fact (see e.g. [B, p. 68]) valid for any G-complex

X, that Ck(X) = 0ZG ©G Za , where the direct sum is taken over a set Lk

of representatives for the G-orbits of k-cells of X , and Za is the "orientation

module" associated to o. Our action is trivially admissible so that we can

take Z (i.e. the integers with trivial G-action) instead of Za . Hence Ck(X) =

0Z ZG/Ga , where Ga is trivial if k > 0, and a conjugate of some G; if

k = 0 (observe that we can take Z0 = 7 ). Thus the cellular complex of X

yields the resolution

0 -, Cn(X) ->.••- C,(A) - C0(X) -U Z -, 0,

which has the form given in Lemma 3(iii), since Ck(X) is a free G-module for

k > 0 and CJX) = (free G-module) ©5". This completes the proof.
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As an application, the next proposition shows that question G6 of [W 2] has

a positive answer for groups of finite relative dimension.

Proposition 6. Let G be a virtually torsion-free group of finite relative dimension.

Then there exists a proper, acyclic G-complex of dimension equal to ved G.

Proof. Let rd G = n < oo. By Proposition 2, vcd G = n. If n > 1 the

result follows from Theorem 3. When n = 1 the proposition holds with no

assumption on rd G (see e.g. [B, p. 228]). The result is trivially true when

vcd G = 0.

Theorem 3 also gives the promised reformulation of Proposition 3:

Proposition 3'. Let (G, (G-)7) be a pair of finite cohomological dimension and

F a nontrivial finite subgroup of G. Then there exists a unique i e 7 and a

unique coset gG¡ such that F < Gf .

Remark. This is an unpublished result of Serre (see J. Huebschmann's article

[Hu], where an algebraic proof is also given). Wall proved Proposition 3' in [W

1] under the stronger hypothesis that cd (G(G¿),) = 1. The same conclusion is

obtained in [H-S 1, Theorem 6] under the hypothesis that G has finite qpd.

This proposition has a number of corollaries. Similar ones appear in [H-S 1]

for groups of finite qpd, and in [W 1] for pairs of cd = 1 .

Corollary 3. Suppose that cd(G, (G;)7) is finite and that each G; is a finite

group. Then the set (G()7 is a complete set of representatives of the conjugacy

classes of maximal finite subgroups of G.

Corollary 4. If G is finite and cd(G, (GA,) is finite, then some G = Gi and
the remaining G   are trivial.

Corollary 5. If cd(G, (G,),) < oo and N is a finite, nontrivial normal subgroup

of G, then G = G¡ for some i £ I.

Remark. The other G need not be trivial, however (but they must be groups

of finite cd ). For example, take G = Z x Z/2Z, with G0 = G and G, = Z.

Corollary 6. If cd(G, (G;)7) is finite and K is a nontrivial finite subgroup of

some G¡, then NG(K) (the normalizer of K in G) is contained in G¡. In

particular, if rd G is finite and K is as above, then NG(K) must be finite.

Corollary 7. If rd G is finite and G has nontrivial torsion, then either G is

finite or G has trivial center.

Corollary 8. If rd G is finite and G is abelian and has nontrivial torsion, then

G is finite.

4. We now give a topological interpretation of the property of having finite

quasi-projective dimension.

Definition. If A is a 0-unfree, proper G-complex, we call the G-action n-

periodic (n > 0) if for each 0-cell x whose isotropy group is nontrivial we

have Xt+x(X,X-x;Z)^Hr(S"-x;Z).
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Recall that a CIT-complex X satisfying 77t+,(A, X-x; Z) £ Ht(Sn~x ; Z)

for all x £ X is called a homology manifold of dimension n. Any differen-

tiable or topological manifold of dimension n is an example of this. Thus any

0-unfree, proper action on a homology manifold of dimension n is n-periodic.

The local homology groups Ht (X, X - x ; Z) can be computed, by excision,

from any neighbourhood V of x: 77,(A, X - x ; Z) £ Ht(V, V - x ; Z). Fi-

nally, note that if X is acyclic then Hk(X, X - x; Z) s Hk_x(X -x;Z). We

now have

Theorem 4. Given a group G and a positive integer k, the following conditions

are equivalent:

(i) qpd G « 2/c,

(ii)  There exists a 2k-dimensional, acyclic complex X with a 0-unfree 2k-

periodic G-action.

Proof. (=>) Let (G-)7 be a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of

maximal finite subgroups of G, and suppose that qpd G < 2k . By Theorem

2, rd G = cd(G, (GA,) < 2k and each G; is periodic with period dividing 2/c .

Assume first that k > 1 . Then by [Sw 1, Proposition 4.1] there exists, for each

i in 7, a (2/c - l)-dimensional free G-complex Xi with the homotopy type

of the sphere S ~x. Note that Xi can be regarded as the (2k - l)-skeleton

of a contractible, free G;-complex: simply attach (free G¡~) cells of dimension

m >2k to kill, inductively, the groups Hm_x(X " ). If, on the other hand,

k = 1, then the G, are cyclic groups (since they have period two) and these act

freely on the sphere Sx which we take as our complex Xi. As above, it can be

regarded as the 1-skeleton of a contractible free G-complex.

Construct now a G-complex exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3, using the

above A;'s as initial data. Such X satisfies all the conditions in (ii) except,

possibly, for 2/c-periodicity. We now check it does. Let a be a vertex of

X with nontrivial isotropy group. Then by construction there is i £ I and

g £ G/Gi such that x = gv¡, where v¡ is the vertex of the cone CXi. Hence

gCXi is a neighborhood of gvi, and we have (all cohomology is with Z-

coefficients):

77,(A, X - x) S Ht(gCXl, gCXt - gvt)

mH^igCXt-gv,)

ZH^CX^H^S2"-1),

where the map previous to the last is an isomorphism because gCX¡ - gvt

retracts to X¡.

(<=) Let X be as in (ii) with associated pair (GA,. Then rd G < 2k

by Theorem 3 and, by Proposition 3, the family (GA, is a complete set of

representatives of the conjugacy classes of maximal finite subgroups of G. By

Theorem 2, it suffices to show that each G( is periodic with period dividing 2k .
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But G i acts freely on X-i (cfr. definition of associated pair) and Ht(X-i) =

Ht+x(X, X-i) = Ht(S2 ~x) because the G-action is 2k-periodic. This implies

that G( has periodic cohomology of period dividing 2k (see e.g. [B, pp. 180-

181]). The proof is now complete.

Conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 4 are no longer equivalent for odd integers

2k + 1. In fact, (i) is in this case equivalent to cd G < 2k + 1 (since nontrivial

finite groups cannot have odd period) and this is well known to be equivalent to

the existence of a free, acyclic G-complex of dimension < 2k + 1 . As for (ii),

we have the following proposition which should be compared with Theorem

1(b) of [H-S 2]:

Proposition 7. Let G be a group that acts 0-unfreely and (2k + l)-periodically on

an acyclic, (2k +1 )-dimensional complex X. Then either cd G <2k+l, or the

maximal finite subgroups of G are all isomorphic to Z/2Z and qpd G < 2k + 2.

Proof. Since the action is proper, if G has no torsion then it acts freely and

thus cd G < 2k + 1. If G has torsion, then the nontrivial isotropy groups must

have order 2 (see, e.g. [B, p. 182, Exercise 3]) and they are maximal among the

finite subgroups by Proposition 3. Theorem 2 completes the proof.

Remark. I do not know whether the converse is true.

As with Theorem 3, the word "acyclic" in Theorem 4 can be replaced by

"contractible" provided that k ^ 1. It is not known whether this can also be

done in dimension 2: this is the Eilenberg-Ganea problem. The next theorem

studies the effect of having a contractible complex of dimension 2 in Theorem

4. Following [H-S 2] we say that a presentation (U\R) of a group G has the

identity property if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) The relation module is isomorphic to 0r€R Cr, where Cr is the cyclic

ZG-submodule generated by the image in the relation module of the relator r.

(ii) There is an isomorphism Cr = ZG/Gr, where Gr is the image in G of

the centralizer of r in the free group F(U).

A group G has the identity property if some presentation of G has the

identity property. We now have:

Theorem 5. The following conditions on a group G are equivalent:

(i) G has the identity property.

(ii) G acts on a contractible 2-dimensional complex in such a way that the

action, when restricted to the l-skeleton, is free.

(iii)  There exists a contractible 2-dimensional complex with a 0-unfree 2-

periodic G-action.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is a Theorem of Howie and Schneebeli

[H-S 2]. The proof that (ii) implies (iii) is by subdividing the 2-cells that have

a nontrivial isotropy group. In fact, let Y be a complex as in (ii). We may

assume, by subdividing if necessary, that T is simplicial. Choose a set X of

representatives for the 2-cells with nontrivial isotropy group, modulo G. For o
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in X, choose an attaching map fa : Sx —y T(1), and use simplicial approximation

to obtain a simplicial map fa homotopic to f'a. Delete from Y the 2-cells

D = {go\g £ G/Ga, o £ X} and replace them by new 2-cells attached via

the maps gfa. These 2-cells are then simplicial cones on the closed paths

gfa{ß ), with vertices gva. The 2-complex Y' thus obtained is homotopically

equivalent to Y, and hence contractible. Moreover, the free G-action on Y\D

extends in an obvious way to a G-action on Y' that is clearly 0-unfree. We

need only check that this action is 2-periodic. Indeed,

Ht+X(Y', Y' \ gva) £ Ht+x(C[gfa(SX)], C[gfa(SX)\ gvj) £ 77,(S')

(iii) => (ii). Let Y be a 2-complex as in (iii). We assume, as before, that

T(1) is simplicial (with simplicial G-action). Let i' be a set of representatives

of the G-orbits of O-simplices, and let 7 be the subset of i' consisting of those

i with G( nontrivial.

For / in 7, let E(i) = {e £ Y{X) \ Y{0]\i £ 1} and F(i) = {o £ Y \ Y{x)\i £

?J}. Note that G¡ freely permutes the cells of E(i) [respectively, of F(i) ].

Choose a set F'(i) of representatives of F(i) modulo G¡. For o in F'(i), let

fa'.(E , S ) -, (Y, Y ) be a characteristic map satisfying fa(i) = i. Thus

fa(Sx) is a closed path exe2...en with o(<?,) = /, t(ex) = o(e2),..., t(en_x) =

o(en), t(en) = i where o(e) [resp. t(e) ] denotes the initial [resp. terminal]

point of the edge e , and n > 2 because 7(1) is simplicial.

Choose points xa, ya £ Sx such that fa(xa) = t(ex) and fa(ya) = o(en).

Let (xy)a denote the segment in E that joins xa with ya. Then E2 =

E* UE~ , where 1 £ E* , and E*x\E~~ = (xy)„ . We subdivide the 2-cell a by

introducing the 1-cell fa[(xy)a] (with endpoints t(ex) and o(en)) and the two

2-cells fa(Eg) and fa(Ea). Use the G-action to translate this subdivision to

the cells go, g in Gl, and repeat the same procedure for each o in F'(i).

Doing this for each / in 7 gives Y a new C W structure, and the old G-action

extends to a new cellular action of the same type as the old one. We continue

to call it Y .

We can now define an analog of the star of i. Let A. be the smallest subcom-

plex of Y containing Gi ■ {fa(E+a)\o £ F'(i)} . It follows from 77, (Y, Y - i) =

HQ(SX) = 0 that X¡ contains E(i). Xi is a contractible (closed) neighborhood

of /, whose boundary dXi is the graph with edges G; • {fa[(xy)a]\o £ F'(i)} .

Both Xt and dX¡ are G-subcomplexes of Y , with G; freely permuting every

cell different from i. It is clear that dXi is a strong deformation retract of

Xj - /, so that

Ht(dXt) £ 77,(A, - i) £ Ht+X(Y, Y - i) £ 77,(5'),

showing that dXj is a graph homotopy equivalent to S . It is then easy to

find an injective simplicial homotopy equivalence  \p: S   —> dXi., and we set
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i//(Sx) = K¿. It is plain that dXi (strong deformation) retracts to 7C(, and that

this retraction can be taken to be G-equivariant. Furthermore, we must have

G¡ • 7f, c Kt, for otherwise Hx(dX¡) would be a free abelian group of rank

> 2. Indeed, if ge £ Kt (for some g in G; and some edge e in KA then

the subgroup 77,(Ki U gKA of Hx(dX¡) is free of rank at least 2.

Since Xi and CdXi have isomorphic 1-skeletons, there is a map x\x) -+

CdXi which can be extended (as in Lemma 7) to a G-equivariant map X¡ -»

CdXi. Also the G-equivariant retract dXi -, Ki extends, by coning, to a

G-equivariant retract CdXi -* CK¡, and we set Z; = CKi. Composition

then gives a G-equivariant map h¡ : X¡ -» Zi which is a homotopy equivalence

(because Xi and Z¡ are contractible). We now let Y' denote the complex

obtained from Y by replacing the Xi by the Z; (i in 7 ). By Proposition

5, Y' is a 2-dimensional contractible 0-unfree G-complex. Notice that G acts

freely on Y' - Z , where Z = JJ7 G xG Zj.. Thus, to obtain a complex as in

(ii) from Y', we need only observe that each Zi is a 2-cell and that we may

"forget" the cone structure, i.e., the subdivision of the interior of Z;. The proof

is complete.

Theorem 5 applies notably to fuchsian groups, as these are discrete groups of

orientation-preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane, which preserve some

hyperbolic tesselation with the property that the only fixed points of the action

are vertices of the tesselation.

5. Pairs of cohomological dimension one

This section is concerned with the case n = 1 of Theorem 3. Recall that in

this case the theorem can be stated as follows: (G, (GA,) has cohomological

dimension one if and only if G = *,Gi*F, for some free group F . The following

Theorem of Dicks [Di, Theorem (2.11), p. 117] gives the special case when 7

has only one element.

Theorem [Dicks]. (G, 77) has cohomological dimension one if and only if G =

77 * F for some free group F.

Theorem 3 (for n = 1) will be deduced from Dicks' Theorem via a trick of

Wall. For this we need a technical result, Proposition 8 below, which is inspired

in [W 1, Theorem 2]. Our proof, however, is completely algebraic and valid

for arbitrary 7. This is done in (1) below. In (2) (certain) pairs of relative

dimension one are characterized.

1. We recall some notation first. We assume given a pair (G, (G¡),) from

which we define S1 and A in the usual way, denoting the inclusion A —» 5 by

j . There are exact sequences (of G-modules) 0 —» 7G —► ZG( —> Z —► 0, where

7G  is the augmentation ideal. Applying ZG®G — we obtain the exact sequence

0 1 Jl--y ZG -, ZG/G, -, 0, where Jl is short'for JG (G) = ZG®G IG . Taking
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the direct sum over 7 yields the exact sequence of G-modules 0 —► 07 Ji AU

ZG(/) -U S -y 0. There is also an augmentation e7 : ZG(/) -> Z defined by

e,(g) = 1 for all g in G. Denote its kernel by f, and notice that there is an

inclusion k : 07 J¡.-* J'. This is summarized in the following commutative

diagram (with exact rows and right-hand column):

(3)

0

0,7,

f ZG

(/)

(/)
0.

By the snake lemma, 0 —► 07 Jt —► ¿? —> A —► 0 (4) is exact too.

Suppose now that i' = I - {/0} is not empty, and let G denote the free

product of G and infinite cyclic groups with generators wi, i in I1. Let

77 be the subgroup of G which is the free product of G,   and the Gf' (for
'o

/ ^ /n ). We write 77 = #, G™', where w¡  = 1. We have thus defined a new
u_ *      ' 'o

pair (G, 77). The diagram corresponding to (3) is

JH(G)

k

h

ZG

ZG

ZG/77

i

0,

and 0 JH(G)±,IG^A, 0 (5) is exact.

Proposition 8. 7« the situation described above, we have

A    (as ZG -modules).AH £ ZG -

Proof. We shall construct G-module isomorphisms p and p   so that

0

(6)

07G(G) -¡Ä ZG( ,/

JH(G)
7=s incl.

ZG. 0

commutes. The exact top row is (4) tensored with ZG <g>G —, and the bottom

row is (5). It will thus follow that p and p   induce the desired isomorphism

p" :ZG®GA-yAH.
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We begin by defining pi . For each / in 7, define f : ZG -* ZG by f(g) =

gw~ , for g in G. Then f is an isomorphism of (left) ZG-modules, with

inverse given by f~X(g) = gw,. There are also maps /,-: ZG/Gi —> ZGjGf1

given by /.(j6.) = gw~ G¡', which are ZG-isomorphisms and commute with

the augmentations in the diagram below

0 -►   JG(G)   -y ZG —-ÎL-»   ZG/G,   -►  0

ft f, f,

0 -► J(fi(G) -y ZG ——» ZG/O)0' -> °-
' e'i

We thus obtain G-isomorphisms  f/ . Next, recall the augmentation ideal of a

free product is the direct sum of the corresponding 7's. More precisely, in the

case of 77 = *7 Gf', the inclusions JGf'(H) -* IH induce an 77-isomorphism

07 JG™'(H) —y IH . Tensoring this with ZG®H— gives a G-isomorphism a:

07 JGf'(G) £ JH(G). We now define pi as the composite pi = a(07 f!).

To define p, begin with the short exact sequence

0 -» 7G © ZG(/,) -, ZG © ZG(/,) -U Z -, 0

obtained from 0 -, IG -, ZG -, Z -, 0 by adding 0 -* ZG(/'' -♦ ZG(/,) -♦ 0

to it. Define a map í>: Z(/) -♦ ZG®ZG{I'] by ^(xt), = (£7x;., (-xt)j,),

where we have represented the elements of the direct sum ZG as 7-tuples

(*,-)/. Note that £a. is a well-defined element of ZG because only finitely

many x; are nonzero. <I> is a ZG-homomorphism with inverse of the same

form:  <P-1(v(.)7 = (Y^¡y,-, (-y^y) ■ It is clear that f«J) = e,, so that there is a

ZG-isomorphism O' : f -, IG © ZG(/ ' (with the notation of (3)).

Next, let H^ denote the infinite cyclic group generated by w¡, and recall that

t'. £
there is an exact sequence of Z IT-modules 0 -+ ZJT. —'-, ZIT. —> Z —> 0, where

i'.(l) = w¡- l  (cf., e.g. [B, p. 16]). Thus l\: ZWi £ Iw  is an isomorphism,

but then so is £t, defined by 1,(1) = 1 - w~x . The above short exact sequence

yields, inducing to ZG, the exact sequence of ZG-modules 0 —> ZG -♦ ZG -»

ZG/W, -, 0, and the map corresponding to lx (which we continue to denote

I, ) establishes a ZG-isomorphism £.: ZG = JW(G). We now define p as the

composite of the following isomorphisms:

ZG ®G f —-► ZG ®G (IG © ZG(  ')

_        _(/')  ¡detono        —      ^t^       —
= 7G(G)©ZG( '        ^''7G(G)©07^(G)->7G.

/'
It remains only to check the commutativity of (6). If i = /„ then all the maps

involved are either inclusions or identities. If i is in l', one checks easily that
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(6) commutes on the set {xgt - x\x £ G, g, £ G(} of Z-generators of 7G (G).

This proves commutativity and finishes the proof.

Corollary 9. Let (G, (G()7) , G and 77 be as above, and n a positive integer.

Then cd(G, (G;.)7) < n implies cd(G, 77) < n .

Remark. The corollary for n = 1 and finite 7 is Theorem 2 of [W 1].

Proof of Theorem 3 for n = 1. Let (G, (G;)7) be a pair of cohomological

dimension one. If 7 has only one element we have exactly Dicks' Theorem.

If 7 has more than one element, apply the above construction to get the pair

(G, 77), which has cd = 1 by Corollary 9. Then by Dicks' Theorem, G =

H*F =*, G™' *F for some free group F . The converse follows from Corollary

1. This completes the proof.

2. In this section we characterize certain groups of rd = 1.

Proposition 9. Let G be a group such that the orders of its finite subgroups are

bounded. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) rd G < 1.
(ii) G £ *7 G( * F where F is free and (G()7 is a set of representatives of

the conjugacy classes of maximal finite subgroups of G.

(iii) vcd G < 1 and rd G < oo.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is Theorem 3 for n = 1, and holds with

no extra assumptions on G. Let G be as in (ii). Then vcd G < 1 by [S-W,

Theorem 7.3] and rd G < oo by Corollary 1. Finally, Proposition 2 shows that

(iii) implies (i).

Example. Let A and B be finite groups of orders a + 1 and b +1, respectively

(a, b > 0). Then the kernel K of the canonical homomorphism A*B —> A x B

is the free group of rank ab (see e.g. [S, Proposition 4]). Let H = A* B * A*

B, and G = (A * B) *K (A * B). It follows from Corollaries 1 and 2 that

rd 77 = 1 and that rd G = cd(G, (A, A, B, B)) < 2. 77 and G are not

isomorphic because their Euler characteristics are different: x(G)~x(H) = ab.

By Proposition 9, rd G = 2. However, appropriate choices of A and B will

produce groups 77 and G having equal qpd. For instance, taking A = B =

Z/2Z (cf. [H-S 1, Example 4]) we still have rd 77 = 1 and rd G = 2, but

qpd 77 = qpd G = 2 .
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